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 We shall                    start ours 
today's fable about it, what us waits in 
nearest futures. Yes, you nap well, is 
that a this year's spring meeting 
that the will realize in  Brno on 
Saturday 20.April, there, what was last 
year, then at a restaurant Voronez, 
against fairground. Likewise on 
fairground will meeting collectors 

and we come down in 12.00 o'clock. Withal everything you will learn at last issue reporter that, what him you get 
electronically already have and in paper form him get this week. I only supply, that the enjoy you can on lecture 
Peter Osuský and isn't outcast nor present guest meeting that the would to chat and to grader could be Joan 
Matura. Reason is simple, he is namely depict on slogan postmark, which will be used on a day meeting, yes, read 
well at the post-office in Prague 6 in Dejvice. It therefore, that the conditions for form in Brno us leave much to be 
desired, so that already canceled dispatches to the Brno take. In novelty service is of course get. So that in Brno 
see you later!! 
NEW REPORTER 

Already we're started it, that the new reporter is on world, again is for you 
prepared a lot of novelties, so that certainly will you come on it's. Namely yet you 
doesn't know, that the in next issue will next round our written sale, so that it also 
you can please.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
NEWS STAMPS                                                                                                                     
Already am betrayed, that the will on slogan postmark to meeting Jan Matura, in 
this year's season successful jumper on skis and add, that the both stamp to WCH 
in biathlon supports yet stamp third, this time like meter postmark, with Gabina 
Soukalova. Both stamp at the same time remind, that the near Soci, to the whose 

there is left, how count up Jan Petras, straight 300 days. Further we can wait new stationery card of Czech post to 
mention 50 years from famous football final  CSR – Brasilie in Chile and in soccer. Perhaps will lead rubber stamp 
too. To other rubber stamp celebrate also anniversary foundation Czech Olympic academy thereby get at last 
hereto, what me led to writing of today's online. Small celebrations are prepared for this jubilee on October and till 
then want to prepare edition book Olympic academy to philately. 
Mine on her along with Pavel Hladík and for Olympsport and his 
friends now occurred time, gear thereinto and you, members 
OS as well..About what is running? About this... 
International Olympic academy based in Lausanne arranges 
regularly since 1967 each year meeting young interested persons 
about Olympic motion. To everyone of these meetings is used 
commemorative postmark.. In the meantime is keep at one's 
disposal all the from years 1967 as far as 1984. Unfortunately from period 1985 – 2012 to us them substantial 
majority is missing. We assume, that the in your collections them but most exists. That is why we turn up to you 
with request about their lend or transmission scan, or xerox copies. You will identify is easily after hereof text in 
Greek. 

 OEYMDIAKHO   
AKAAHMIAO 
Then please, don't hesitate, find if 
Greek stamp herewith in letterpress 
from years 1985 – 2012, please xerox 
or scan and dispatch to Cesky Brod.. 
Alternative part request have to do with 
meter postmarks, which use some way 
national Olympic committees for 
sending his post. These are largely 
Czech, Slovak and Italian committees. 
First two have we enough documented, 
but Italian NOV and all other are for us 
interesting. if have you got their 
metters, handle with them as with 
sessions of the NOA. We believe, that 
the good work succeed and already 
please wait on your pictures. 


